Topo Stop – professional electronics
against mice, rats and other pests
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New sound technic for even greater efficency!

The new Topo Stop is equipped with a 3-dimensional sound emission technic with
the trade name 3D-VOX. This technic is the fruit of more than 30 years of research
at the factory in Salzburg and gives optimized sound emission as well no risk for the
rodents to grow accustomed to the sound.
Dimension 1: Random sound emission — prevents rodents from growing accustomed
The Topo Stop micro processor generates sound emission by random (pauses varies in length – 1-40 seconds) that pre
vents the rodent to get accustomed. The sudden sharp sound emission (1-2 seconds long) is every time eaqually stress
ing for the animals. Year after year.....!
Dimension 2: Optimized frequency intervals — maximum volyme effect
Topo Stop has two separate frequency intervals that both cover the frequencies that are the most disturbing to rodents. One for
humans fully audible (6-9 kHz) that covers a larger area and that penetrates even the smallest nook. This setting is primarily
used for non inhabitaded spaces such as summer houses, ware houses and well insulated attics and crawling spaces. In the
other sound mode Topo Stop generates pure ultrasonic sound ranging from 25 - 30 kHz.
Dimension 3: Frequency modulation at lightning speed — painful turbo effect
During the course of the random sound emmisions sudden frequency jumps are also made approximately 3 times per second.
This frequency modulations are performed within less than a micro second. The extemely quick change of the frequency has
the effect that the loudspeaker membrane has difficulty in adjusting thus causing a faint for humans clearly audible “rattle
snake sound” sound. Now the beautiful part of it! In the same way as the Topo Stop loudspeaker has difficulty in adjusting to
the quick change of frequency, the sensitive tumpanic membranes of the rodents can´t cope either. Thus a very strong pain in
the ears are experienced by the rodents.

Topo Stop E250

— Now even more efficient with 3D-VOX technology
Professional pest control product! High tech Topo Stop E250 with 3D-VOX technology is our most popular pest
control product model suitable for houses up to 250 sq.m (2700 sq.ft). For peak performance this pest control
product should preferably be installed in the attic and/or in the ventilated crawling space underneath the
ground floor. Alternatively you can put the device directly in the living spaces. In the garden this pest control
product will deter deer, badgers, moose, etc. (not harmful for pets!). Sound emission randomly processed by
microchip (6-9 optionally 25-30 kHz - the latter 99% pure ultrasonic sound). Weather resistant with synthetic
loudspeaker (!) for installation in cold and damp places or for outdoor use (rain protection required!). Expandable pest control product system where up to 8 units (V150, V150x or with V155 with extra connect cable)
can be powered by the same adapter. One or several Mole Stops can also be linked in sequence with Topo
Stop by means of the 20 m connect cord (V205 see the pest control product accessory section!).
Complete with 230 volt AC adapter (V201) with corrosion resistant plug (110 volt AC also available on request
- please specify when ordering!). CE- and Tüv-marked. Comprehensive manual in English included. 100 x 75 x
124 mm (W x D x H), 220 g.
Art-nr V150

Topo Stop E500

— Now even more efficient with 3D-VOX technology
A professional pest control product where two units E250 work as main and satellite for use in 1-2 open spaces up
to 500 sq.m (5400 sq.ft).
Art-nr V155

Topo Stop E50

Topo Stop E50 – effective pest control device for limited spaces up to 50 m² (325-550 sq.ft).
The 2 m connection cable for a 230 volt AC unearthed outlet (110 version not yet available) allows flexible
positioning for optimal sound dispersion. Frequency randomly modulated (30-40 kHz - till 99,5% pure ultrasonic). Not water resistant, CE-marked. Effect 4,5 W, measurements 76 x 57 x 175 mm (W x D x H), weight
250 g.
Art-nr V153 3-pack V154

Topo Stop R100

The resonance pest control product model of Topo Stop for use on walls and joists up to 100 sq.m (1100 sq.ft)
construction area. Efficient supplement when the entrances of the vermin cannot be covered by E250 or E500
(e.g. ground joist directly on concrete with no ground cavity). Also for pallet structures and warehouse shelves
with provisions. Especially suitable in combination with the ultrasonic pest control product models (E250/E500)
which means full coverage of all open and closed spaces.
Randomly microchip processed resonance sound (80-100 Hz). Weather protected with corrosion resistant plug.
Complete including 230 volt AC adapter (110 volt optional on request!) and 20 m connect cord with adapter
(V205). CE- and Tüv-marked. Comprehensive manual in English included. 105 x 60/90 mm (diam. x depth/ditto
with mounting bracket), 295 g.
Art-nr V160
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